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A B S T R A C T

Fuel cell based micro-CHP systems are expected to be one of the most promising technologies for implementation in the residential sector. Since the design and operation of such CHP systems are greatly dependent upon the seasonal atmospheric conditions, it is important to evaluate their performance under difference climate conditions to ensure that it is well matched with the local heat-to-power ratio. The aim of this study is to investigate the optimal design and operation of a syngas-fuelled SOFC micro-CHP system for small households located in five different climate zones in China. The ability of the micro-CHP to cover the heat and electricity demand of a 70 m\textsuperscript{2} single-family apartment with an average number of occupants of 3 is evaluated. A detailed model of the micro-CHP unit coupled with a hot water storage tank and an auxiliary boiler is developed. System design trade-offs are discussed to determine the optimal match between the energy demand of the household for different climates across China and the energy supply of the micro-CHP during the whole year. Moreover, criteria for sizing the system components of the micro-CHP are specifically addressed. The developed methodology can be applied to different types of residence with different load profiles.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Energy technologies with high efficiency and low environmental impact are urgently needed to overcome the threats posed by climate change and energy security. In the residential sector, energy consumption can be considerably reduced by enhancing the efficiency of energy supply. Fuel cell technologies are suitable for domestic micro-generation to meet the basic energy supply requirements for a single-family apartment. They can be easily integrated into existing heating system, and as such they are increasingly finding application in the residential sector extensively due to their favourable characteristics under a regime of pollution reducing policies and deregulation of the electricity market [1]. Specifically, micro-cogeneration systems (micro-CHP) based on fuel cells [2,3] represent an interesting alternative to traditional CHP technologies [4] to efficiently meet the heating and electricity needs of residential dwellings.

Among the various fuel cell CHP systems, micro-CHP based on Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs) is potentially attractive due to its ability to operate at high efficiency on commonly available hydrocarbon fuels such as natural gas or syngas [5–8]. Many research works concerning the performance evaluation and design analysis of SOFC CHP systems [9,10] have been presented in the technical literature, indicating the growing interest in determining and demonstrating its potential for high-efficiency buildings. At the same time, some studies [11] have produced economic investigation and assessment of these systems for different building configurations [10,12], showing that this type of technology can reduce significantly the energy consumption and costs of commercial or residential buildings.

Depending on the degree of electrical and thermal interconnection to the wider energy network, it can be important to match the energy generated by the micro-CHP system with the instantaneous electricity and heat demand of a residential apartment. A typical apartment has a relatively low-level of energy consumption for the majority of the day with electrical requirements reaching several kilowatts when high power devices are operated, and even higher heating loads when space heating is required. An SOFC micro-CHP unit therefore needs to generate not only heat to support the space and water heating but also electrical power for lighting and other appliances. Furthermore, continuous operation can reduce degradation arising from thermal cycling and the associated mechanical
stresses. There is thus a link between the operating strategy and the heat storage capacity. Although the heat-to-power ratio of a micro-CHP system can be varied when operating at different electrical loads, and through use of an auxiliary burner, there are bounds on the range of heat-to-power ratio that can be achieved [7,13].

Moreover, the design and operation of CHP systems are greatly dependent upon seasonal atmospheric conditions, which determine directly the thermal and electrical demands of residents. It is therefore important to evaluate the performance of the CHP system under different climate conditions to ensure that it matches well with the local heat-to-power ratio [7]. A few studies have simulated the performance of micro-CHP systems in a domestic environment, responding to the patterns of energy demand from a typical family [7,11,14–17]. However, energy consumption tends to be quite different in every country, so demand profiles are not easily transferred from other countries’ building stock.

This study aims to investigate the optimal design and operation of a syngas-fuelled SOFC micro-CHP system for small apartments located in five different climate zones in China. The ability of the micro-CHP to cover the heat and electricity demand of a 70 m² single-family household with an average number of occupants of 3 is evaluated. System design trade-offs and optimal operating strategies are addressed specifically. The proposed methodology can be applied to different types of residence with different load profiles, providing a target driven solution that evaluates and optimizes the decision process to enhance building energy efficiency in China.

2. Climate regions and energy demand profile in China

The climate across China varies considerably and the country can be divided into several climate zones, which are mainly Severe Cold, Cold, Hot Summer Cold Winter (HSCW), Hot Summer Warm Winter (HSWW) and Temperate [18], as shown in Fig. 1.

In the present study, five cities have been chosen as representatives from five different climate zones for the analysis of the micro-CHP system as listed in Table 1 [18–23], where HDD18 is the number of heating days in a whole year when the daily average outdoor temperature is below 18°C, and CDD26 is the number of cooling days in a whole year when the daily average outdoor temperature is above 26°C. Based on the Human-earth System Database [24], the annul temperature profiles of five representative cities are plotted in Fig. 2.

The micro-CHP system has the potential to substitute the natural gas boiler used in many single family households, with the additional capacity to produce electricity. In the present study, we have considered a single-family apartment with 70 m² heated area and an average number of occupants of 3. The energy demand for
space heating are calculated with Tangent heating and ventilation calculating software [25], where the thermal environment design index for indoor space heating at winter are as follows:

- Indoor design temperature for bedroom and living room is 18 °C.
- Ventilation frequency is 0.5 times/h.

Energy demand for residential hot water and electricity are calculated with data from [26,27]. Fig. 3 illustrates the energy demand for residential space heating, hot water and electricity over a year for the single-family apartment with 70 m² heated area in five different representative cities. As shown in Fig. 3, the energy demand of electricity and hot water do not vary much over the year, whereas the demand for space heating varies significantly in different months, no matter which region the household is located in. Space heating demand is by far the most sensitive data as it varies dramatically with the building structure, heat-insulation properties and family living standards. The annual space heating demand is around 8700 kWh in Harbin, 5000 kWh in Beijing, 3050 kWh in Shanghai, 2600 kWh in Kunming and 1050 kWh in Xiamen, respectively.

3. System configuration and model assumptions

3.1. System configuration

The schematic diagram of the micro-CHP system is depicted in Fig. 4, where the SOFC is fuelled with syngas and coupled with a hot water tank as a heat store. Air is supplied by a blower and preheated prior to entry to the SOFC. The product gas of the SOFC is sent into an afterburner, where the un-reacted fuel is burnt with part of the excess air. Upstream of the fuel cell, two heat exchangers (HEX1 and HEX2) are adopted to serve as pre-heaters, recovering heat from the exhaust gas of the afterburner for preheating the inlet air and fuel before they enter the fuel cell. A hot water storage tank is used to incorporate with the fuel cell unit in order to supply hot water for the apartment with the residual heat of the exhaust gas, while extra heat can be obtained from an auxiliary boiler to cover the additional heat demand. This enables the heat-to-power ratio of the CHP system to be varied, allowing the system to cover a greater portion of domestic thermal energy demand in cold seasons.

3.2. Model assumptions

A number of simplifications and assumptions were made when developing the model of the electrochemical and thermodynamic characteristics of the CHP system:

- The fuel cell is assumed to be operated under steady-state conditions.
- The fuel cell reactions are assumed to be in equilibrium.
- Syngas consists of the following gas species, $j = \{H_2, CO, CH_4, CO_2, H_2O, N_2\}$.
- Air that enters the fuel cell consists of 79% N₂ and 21% O₂.
- The cathode and anode inlet temperature of the fuel cell are assumed to be equal.
- The cathode and anode exit temperature of the fuel cell are assumed to be equal.
- There is a temperature gradient ($\Delta T$) across the fuel cell. The temperature of the solid structure ($T$) is homogeneous and midway between the inlet and exit temperatures.
- All gases behave as ideal gases.
- Gas leakage is negligible.
- Heat loss to the environment occurs only in the fuel cell.

With the help of these assumptions, a model of the micro-CHP system has been constructed and the governing equations representing all modelled components are given in the following sections. Each of the system components are modelled individually and integrated to form the overall micro-CHP system.

4. Modelling of the micro-CHP system

4.1. Modelling the solid oxide fuel cell fuelled with coal syngas

SOFCs are devices for the electrochemical conversion of a fuel gas into electrical energy. Various fuel options are feasible for SOFC operation, while coal derived syngas represents a more economical

![Fig. 4. The schematic diagram of the micro-CHP system.](image-url)
option given the abundance of the fuel as well as the development of gasification technology in China. The coal syngas consists primarily of hydrogen and CO, with significant water vapour and some levels of CO₂ and other minority species [28].

As commonly assumed, only H₂ oxidation is considered to contribute to electrochemical power generation, while CH₄ is reformed to CO, which is then converted to CO₂ and H₂ through the water-gas shift reaction [29–31]. Consequently, the steam reforming reaction for methane, the water-gas shift reaction, and the electrochemical reactions occur simultaneously in the SOFC are summarized as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CH}_4 + H_2O &\rightarrow CO + 3H_2 \quad \text{(steam reforming)} \\
CO + H_2O &\rightarrow CO_2 + H_2 \quad \text{(water gas shift)} \\
H_2 + \frac{1}{2}O_2 &\rightarrow H_2O \quad \text{(overall cell reaction)}
\end{align*}
\]

A single cell model is taken to be representative of the SOFC, which accounts for internal reforming and water-gas shift equilibrium, electrochemical polarizations and the associated heat generation, mass transfer via cell reactions, and overall energy balances. This representation can be readily constructed as quantities such as stack voltage and stack power which are scaled versions of single-cell voltage and power.

### 4.1.1. Mass balance

The amount of hydrogen consumed in the fuel cell reactions, \(n_{H_2,-c}\) (mol s\(^{-1}\)), is related to the current by Faraday’s law:

\[
\dot{n}_{H_2,-c} = \frac{iA}{naF} \quad (4)
\]

where \(i\) denotes the current density, \(A\) represents the surface area of the interconnect plate (assuming the interconnect plates all have the same area), \(n_a\) is the number of electrons transferred per mole of reactant, and \(F = 96,485\) C mol\(^{-1}\) is Faraday’s constant. For a known fuel utilization factor, \(U_f\), the amount of hydrogen supplied, \(\dot{n}_{H_2,-c}\) (mol s\(^{-1}\)), is given by

\[
\dot{n}_{H_2,-c} = \frac{\dot{n}_{H_2,-c}}{U_f} = \frac{iA}{naFU_f} \quad (5)
\]

The molar flow rate of the fuel stream needed to produce the required amount of hydrogen \(\dot{n}_{f,-in}\) (mol s\(^{-1}\)) is thus

\[
\dot{n}_{f,-in} = \frac{\dot{n}_{H_2,-c}}{x_F} = \frac{iA}{n_aFU_f x_F} \quad (6)
\]

where \(x_F\) is the number of moles of hydrogen produced by 1 mol of fuel, which can be calculated according to the composition of the fuel as \(x_F = x_{H_2} + x_{CH_4} + 4x_{CO} + 6x_{H_2O}\). For a known fuel gas composition \(x_i\), the molar flow rate for each component \(j\) in the fuel stream is:

\[
\dot{n}_{f,-in}(j) = \dot{n}_{f,-in} x_j = \frac{iA x_j}{n_aFU_f x_F} \quad (7)
\]

where \(j = (H_2, CO, CH_4, CO_2, H_2O, N_2)\).

In order to avoid carbon deposition, an amount of steam equivalent to twice the amount needed for the reforming and water-gas shift reactions is supplied. The molar flow rate of steam needed, \(\dot{n}_{H_2O}\) (mol s\(^{-1}\)) is thus

\[
\dot{n}_{H_2O} = (\dot{n}_{f,-in}(CO) + \dot{n}_{f,-in}(CH_4) \times 2) \times 2 
\]

The molar flow rate of additional steam supplied is thus given by

\[
\dot{n}_{ADD} = \dot{n}_{H_2O} - \dot{n}_{f,-in}(H_2O) 
\]

\[
= \dot{n}_{H_2O} = (\dot{n}_{f,-in}(CO) + \dot{n}_{f,-in}(CH_4) \times 2) \times 2 - \dot{n}_{f,-in}(H_2O)
\]

Therefore the total molar flow rate of the fuel stream entering the fuel cell, \(\dot{n}_f\) (mol s\(^{-1}\)) becomes

\[
\dot{n}_f = \dot{n}_{f,-in} + \dot{n}_{ADD} \quad (10)
\]

For known conversions of the reforming and water gas shift reactions, the component flow rates in the fuel exit stream are given as

\[
\dot{n}_{f,out}(H_2) = \dot{n}_{H_2,-s} \times (1 - U_f) \quad (11)
\]

\[
\dot{n}_{f,out}(CO) = 0 \quad (12)
\]

\[
\dot{n}_{f,out}(CO_2) = \dot{n}_{f,-in}(CO) + \dot{n}_{f,-in}(CO_2) + \dot{n}_{f,-in}(CH_4) \quad (13)
\]

\[
\dot{n}_{f,out}(CH_4) = 0 \quad (14)
\]

\[
\dot{n}_{f,out}(H_2O) = \frac{\dot{n}_{H_2O}}{2} + \dot{n}_{H_2,-s} \times U_f \quad (15)
\]

\[
\dot{n}_{f,out}(N_2) = \dot{n}_{f,-in}(N_2) \quad (16)
\]

Given a known inlet composition, the molar flow rates for the air stream are:

\[
\dot{n}_{a,-in}(O_2) = \dot{n}_{H_2,-s} \times \frac{U_f}{U_a} \quad (17)
\]

\[
\dot{n}_{a,-in}(N_2) = \dot{n}_{a,-in}(O_2) \times 0.79 \quad (18)
\]

\[
\dot{n}_{a,-out}(O_2) = \dot{n}_{a,-in}(O_2) \times (1 - U_a) \quad (19)
\]

\[
\dot{n}_{a,-out}(N_2) = \dot{n}_{a,-in}(N_2) \quad (20)
\]

where \(U_a\) is the air utilization factor, the subscript ‘f’ refers to the fuel stream, the subscript ‘a’ to the air stream, the subscript ‘in’ to the fuel cell inlet and the subscript ‘out’ the fuel cell outlet.

### 4.1.2. Electrochemical descriptions

The theoretical open-circuit voltage of an SOFC can be determined by the Nernst equation given as follows [32–35]:

\[
E = \frac{\Delta g(T, P)}{n_aF} \quad (21)
\]

Note that the molar Gibbs free energy change for the SOFC reaction depends dramatically on the temperature \((T)\) and partial pressures of reactants \((P)\), i.e., \(\Delta g(T, P) = \Delta g^g(T) - RT \ln(p_{H_2}p_{O_2}^{1/2})\), where \(R = 8.314\) J mol\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\) is the universal gas constant, \(\Delta g^g(T) = DH^g - TDS^g\) stands for the molar Gibbs free energy change at \(p_0 = 1\) atm which also depends on temperature [32–34,36]. \(p_{H_2}\) and \(p_{H_2O}\) are the partial pressures of reactants \(H_2, O_2, H_2O\), respectively.

The Nernst potential is the maximum reversible voltage of an SOFC at given conditions, however the voltage of an operating SOFC is generally lower than this. As current is drawn from the fuel cell, the voltage falls due to internal resistances and overpotential losses. These losses are common to all types of fuel cells and cannot be eliminated [31,32,34]. Therefore, three types of polarizations, i.e., activation, ohmic and concentration, are considered and calculated through Eqs. (22)–(30).

\[1\) Activation overpotential depends on the kinetics of the electrochemical reactions occurring at the anode and cathode. According to the general Butler–Volmer equation, the respective activation overpotentials of the anode and cathode can be calculated as

\[
V_{act,a} = \frac{2RT}{n_aF} \sinh^{-1}\left(\frac{i}{2li_{0,a}}\right) \quad (22)
\]

\[
V_{act,c} = \frac{2RT}{n_cF} \sinh^{-1}\left(\frac{i}{2li_{0,c}}\right) \quad (23)
\]
where \( i_{0,a/c} \) denotes the anode/cathode exchange current density.

(2) **Ohmic overpotential** is caused mostly by resistance to the conduction of ions and electrons, and by contact resistance between the fuel cell components. In the present study, Ohmic losses are simulated as follows assuming a series electrical scheme:

\[
V_{\text{ohm}} = \frac{i}{\sum R_k} = i A \sum \frac{L_k}{\sigma_k A} = i \sum \frac{L_k}{\sigma_k} = \left( \frac{i}{\sigma_a} + \frac{L_a}{R_a} + \frac{i}{\sigma_c} + \frac{L_c}{R_c} + \frac{i}{\sigma_{\text{int}}} + \frac{L_{\text{int}}}{R_{\text{int}}} \right)
\]  

(24)

\[
\sigma_a = C_{1\alpha} \exp(C_{2a})
\]  

(25)

\[
\sigma_c = C_{1c} \exp(C_{2c})
\]  

(26)

\[
\sigma_{\text{int}} = C_{1\text{int}} \exp(C_{2\text{int}})
\]  

(27)

\[
\sigma_a = C_{1\alpha} \exp(C_{2a})
\]  

(28)

where \( R_k \) represents the resistance, \( L_k \) is the thickness, \( A \) is the area, and \( \sigma_k \) denotes the electronic conductivity of the anode, cathode, interconnect and the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte. \( C_{\text{int}} \) and \( C_{\text{in}} \) are constants listed in Table 2. The subscripts \( a, c, e \) and int denote anode, cathode, electrolyte and interconnect, respectively.

(3) **Concentration overpotential** is the voltage drop due to mass transfer limitations from the gas phase into and through the electrode. In the present study, the calculation of concentration overvoltage is as follows:

\[
V_{\text{conc},a} = \frac{RT}{nF} \ln \left( 1 - \frac{i}{2L_{a,c}} \right)
\]  

(29)

\[
V_{\text{conc},c} = \frac{RT}{nF} \ln \left( 1 - \frac{i}{2L_{a,c}} \right)
\]  

(30)

where \( i_{L,a/c} \) denotes the limiting current density of the anode/cathode.

The terminal voltage of the SOFC can then be obtained from:

\[
V = E - V_{\text{act}} - V_{\text{ohm}} - V_{\text{conc}} = E - \frac{RT}{nF} d_1
\]  

(31)

where the expression of \( d_1 \) is given in Appendix.

4.1.3. **Air blower**

In order to overcome the pressure drop in the fuel cell stack as well as to drive the air through the system, a blower is needed in the SOFC sub-system to provide motive force to the incoming atmospheric air. The electrical power required to drive this component is typically one of the largest parasitic loads for the sub-system, and one that, if not carefully designed to meet the external power demand, can lower the overall system efficiency. A simple blower model is thus derived as follows to determine the power required:

\[
P_{\text{bl}} = P_f \eta_{\text{bl}}
\]  

(32)

where \( P_{\text{bl}} \) accounts for the parasitic electrical consumption in the air blower covered by the electricity generated by the SOFC, while \( \eta_{\text{bl}} \) the power consumption factor, is defined as a ratio of the power provided by the SOFC itself for air blowing to the total amount of power generated by the SOFC, and its value is normally no more than 20% [37–39].

4.1.4. **Combustor**

Normally only part of the fuel can be oxidized in the fuel cell, an afterburner is thus required to combust the residual fuel and produce additional thermal energy for use elsewhere in the system. The role of the combustor in the micro-CHP is to burn non-reacted fuel coming out on the anode of the fuel cell with the non-reacted oxygen exiting the cathode. Based on the mass and energy balance of the combustor a model is developed to determine the flow-rate and temperature of the combustor exit stream, given known values for the inlet streams:

\[
\dot{n}_{\text{c-out}}(H_2) = 0
\]  

(33)

\[
\dot{n}_{\text{c-out}}(CO) = 0
\]  

(34)

\[
\dot{n}_{\text{c-out}}(CO_2) = \dot{n}_{f-out}(CO_2)
\]  

(35)

\[
\dot{n}_{\text{c-out}}(CH_4) = 0
\]  

(36)

\[
\dot{n}_{\text{c-out}}(H_2) = \dot{n}_{f-out}(H_2) + \dot{n}_{f-out}(H_2)
\]  

(37)

\[
\dot{n}_{\text{c-out}}(N_2) = \dot{n}_{f-out}(N_2) + \dot{n}_{a-out}(N_2)
\]  

(38)

\[
\dot{n}_{\text{c-out}}(O_2) = \dot{n}_{a-out}(O_2) - \frac{\dot{n}_{f-out}(H_2)}{2}
\]  

(39)

Given all flow-rates, the temperature of the combustor exit stream \( T_c \) can be further determined by solving the energy balance equation of the combustor:

\[
\dot{H}_{f-out}(T_{f-out}) + \dot{H}_{a-out}(T_{a-out}) = \dot{H}_{c-out}(T_c)
\]  

(40)

where \( T_{f-out} = T_{a-out} = T + \Delta T/2 \). Eq. (40) implies that the exit temperature of the combustor \( T_c \) is a function of the SOFC operating temperature \( T \).

4.1.5. **Energy balance**

Assuming ideal gas behaviour, the enthalpy of a stream can be calculated as a function of the molar flow rates and temperature by [30]:

\[
\dot{H} = \sum \dot{n}_i h_i(T) = \sum \dot{n}_i \left( \Delta h_i^o + \int_{T_0}^T c_{p,i} dT \right)
\]  

(41)

where the molar enthalpy of each species \( i \) in the stream, \( h_i(T) \), is given as a function of the local temperature, with \( \Delta h_i^o \) being the standard enthalpy change of formation of species \( i \) (J mol\(^{-1}\)) and \( c_{p,i} \) denoting the heat capacity of component \( i \) (J mol\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\)).
The total enthalpy change for the SOFC section is therefore determined as:
\[
\Delta H = \Delta H_{\text{preheater}} + \Delta H_{\text{SOFC}} = \frac{iA}{nC_T} (\Delta H_{\text{preheater}} + \Delta H_{\text{SOFC}}) = \frac{iA}{nC_T} \Delta h
\]  
(42)

where \( \Delta H_{\text{preheater}} \) represents the enthalpy change of the endothermic preheating process, and \( \Delta H_{\text{SOFC}} \) denotes the enthalpy change for the overall exothermic electrochemical reaction. \( \Delta h = \Delta H_{\text{preheater}} + \Delta H_{\text{SOFC}} \).

The overpotential losses yield the rate of the total entropy production of the SOFC:
\[
\dot{S}_{\text{tot}} = \frac{i(V_{\text{act}} + V_{\text{ohm}} + V_{\text{conc}})}{T_0}
\]
(43)

where \( T_0 \) is the ambient temperature. Based on Eq. (43), the net power output of the SOFC is deduced as a function of current density, temperature, partial pressures, chemical composition, and geometric/material characteristics as:
\[
P_f = -\Delta \dot{G} - T_0 \dot{S}_{\text{tot}} - P_{\text{lab}} = \frac{iA(-\Delta G - RT_0 \dot{V}_{\text{ohm}})}{nC_T(1 + \eta_{\text{lab}})}
\]
(44)

In terms of the efficiency, it is defined as the power output divided by the total energy input of the SOFC:
\[
\eta_f = \frac{P_f}{\Delta H} = -\frac{\Delta \dot{G} - RT_0 \dot{V}_{\text{ohm}}}{\Delta h(1 + \eta_{\text{lab}})}
\]
(45)

4.2. Modelling the heat exchangers

As illustrated in Fig. 4, two heat exchangers (HEX1 and HEX2) are adopted as pre-heaters to recycle the waste heat of the system and preheat the fuel cell incoming reactants in two steps, which are modelled as flat plate counter flow heat exchangers. According to Newtonian heat-transfer and the expression of log mean temperature difference (LMTD), the heat transfer rates for the counter-flow heat exchanger HEX1 and HEX2 can be expressed as:
\[
\dot{Q}_{\text{HEX1}} = \dot{m}C_p(T_1 - T_0) = U_1A_1\frac{(T_3 - T_1) - (T_4 - T_0)}{\ln((T_3 - T_1)/(T_4 - T_0))}
\]
(46)

\[
\dot{Q}_{\text{HEX2}} = \dot{m}C_p\left( (T - \frac{\Delta T}{2}) - T_1 \right) = U_2A_2\frac{[T_C - (T - (\Delta T/2))] - (T_3 - T_1)}{\ln((T_C - (T - (\Delta T/2)))/(T_3 - T_1))}
\]
(47)

where \( \dot{m} \) and \( C_p \) denote, respectively, the mass flow rate and heat capacity at constant pressure of the working fluid in the heat exchangers, \( U_1 \) and \( U_2 \) are the heat transfer coefficients of HEX1 and HEX2, \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \) represent the corresponding heat transfer surface areas.

Comparison of Eq. (46) with Eq. (47) yields the following relation:
\[
\frac{(T - (\Delta T/2)) - T_1}{T_1 - T_0} = b\frac{[T_C - (T - (\Delta T/2))] - (a - 1)T_1}{(a - 1)T_1 - (T_4 - T_0)} - \frac{\ln((a - 1)T_1)/(T_4 - T_0)}{\ln((T_C - (T - (\Delta T/2)))/(a - 1)T_1)}
\]
(48)

where \( a = T_3/T_1 \) and \( b = (U_2A_2)/(U_1A_1) \) are two parameters representing temperature ratio and heat transfer performance of the two heat exchangers. Eq. (48) indicates that \( T_1 \) is a function of \( T_3 \) when other parameters are given.

Apart from heat exchangers, other irreversibilities such as heat loss from the SOFC directly to the environment cannot be neglected.

In the present study, heat loss is modelled based on the temperature difference between the SOFC and ambient conditions [40–42]:
\[
\dot{Q}_{\text{loss}} = K A_1(T - T_0)
\]
(49)

where \( K \) denotes the effective convective and/or conductive heat-leak coefficient, and \( A_1 \) represents the effective heat-transfer area. Note that this equation captures the effects of fuel cell temperature changes.

4.3. Modelling the hot water storage tank

Compared to electricity usage, large and rapid changes in domestic hot water usage are common. As the magnitude of these peaks can be reduced with thermal storage, a hot water tank is adopted in the micro-CHP system. Since the design volume of the tank depends on the peak heat demand rather than the average daily demand, a transient model that takes into account the changes of heat demand and supply over time is required. For simplicity, the content of the tank is assumed to be fully mixed, in which case the energy balance of the seasonal heat storage tank is expressed as follows:
\[
M_{\text{tank}}C_p\frac{dT}{dt} = \dot{Q}_{\text{To}-\text{tank}} - \dot{Q}_{\text{Demand}}(T)
\]
(50)

where \( C_p \) is the heat capacity of water, \( M_{\text{tank}} \) denotes the mass of water contained in the tank, \( Q_{\text{Demand}}(T) \) is the amount of residential heat demand, and \( \dot{Q}_{\text{To}-\text{tank}} \) represents the heat supplied to the tank from the micro-CHP and the auxiliary boiler, which is assumed to be constant during the day and exactly match the residential daily heat demand [7].

The heat flow rates transferred from the SOFC to the water tank is obtained as follows:
\[
\dot{Q}_{\text{To}-\text{tank}} = \dot{Q}_{\text{heat}} - \dot{Q}_{\text{HEX1}} - \dot{Q}_{\text{HEX2}}
\]
(51)

where
\[
\dot{Q}_{\text{heat}} = -\Delta H - P_f - \dot{Q}_{\text{loss}}
\]
(52)

and \( \dot{Q}_{\text{To}-\text{tank}} \) is calculated according to the expressions given in Appendix. Integration is used to calculate the temperature of the water storage tank, which is a function of time. Fig. 5 shows the performance of this heating system for a generic day, based on a SOFC micro-CHP with fully mixed storage tank. Since the tank
provides hot water at any time during the day, its volume is strongly related to the magnitude of the peak heat demand.

4.4. System efficiencies and heat-to-power ratio

Based on solution of Eqs. (44)–(52), the following expressions of the efficiencies for the micro-CHP system can be obtained:

Net electrical efficiency
\[
\eta_{el, net} = \frac{P_{net}}{\Delta H} = \frac{P_f - P_{parasitic}}{\Delta H} = \frac{P_f (1 - \eta_{lab})}{\Delta H} = \frac{1 - \eta_{lab}}{\eta_f} \tag{53}
\]

Thermal efficiency
\[
\eta_{thermal} = \frac{\dot{Q}_{heat}}{-\Delta H} \tag{54}
\]

Total CHP efficiency
\[
\eta_{CHP} = \frac{P_{net} + \dot{Q}_{heat}}{-\Delta H} = \eta_{el, net} + \eta_{thermal} \tag{55}
\]

System heat-to-power ratio
\[
H2P = \frac{\dot{Q}_{heat}}{P_{net}} \tag{56}
\]

where \(P_{net} \) (W) denotes the DC power output of the SOFC, and \(P_{parasitic} \) (W) is the electricity consumed internally in the system for power conditioning and the balance of plant.

5. Simulations and results

To determine the sensitivity of the overall system performance to the typical component parameters and to explore optimum system operation, numerical simulations of the micro-CHP system are carried out using MATLAB. The simulation model is based on a number of parameters which dramatically affect the results coming out from the MATLAB code. The model easily allows change and parameterization of any variable in it, such as SOFC current density, operating temperature, fuel utilization factor, etc., which are treated as independent design parameters that can individually be varied. The overall performance is thus predicted based on the validated data adopted from previous studies [5,38,43–45]. As summarized in Table 2, values of those parameters are used as constants throughout the study unless specifically mentioned.

5.1. The performance of the micro-CHP system

In order to investigate the ability of the micro-CHP system to meet the residential energy demand, selected system parameters were varied, and the sensitivity of the system performance to these parameters will be evaluated in the following sections.

First of all, the effect of the SOFC current density and operating temperature on the system performance of the micro-CHP is presented in Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 6(a), the electrical efficiency of the micro-CHP system decreases with fuel cell current density, which implies an inherent benefit characteristic of all fuel cells, that the individual cell voltage rises when less current is drawn from it, giving a higher efficiency at lower load or part load. Specifically, the electrical efficiency drops sharply when the current density is higher than 7000 A/m², which is mainly due to the high polarization losses in the fuel cell. Moreover, the parasitic load will also decrease the electrical efficiency at low electrical load due to components that require constant electrical supply regardless of the power generated by the SOFC.

On the other hand, as plotted in Fig. 6(a), the electrical efficiency at higher current density, i.e., lower electrical load, will pass through a maximum value when the operating temperature of the
SOFC is increased from 873 K to 1073 K. This is mainly because the SOFC terminal voltage with respect to temperature rise has a peak instead of a monotonically changing trend, which means that a maximum value of the power density is achievable for a given current density, thereby leading to an optimal electrical efficiency as described in Fig. 6(a).

Fig. 8(b) depicts the sensitivity of the thermal efficiency of the micro-CHP system to the operating temperature and current density of the SOFC. As plotted in the figure, the thermal efficiency increases monotonically as the current density of the fuel cell is increased. At a higher current density, the thermal efficiency will increase dramatically as the electrical power output declines due to high polarization losses in the fuel cell, which can be further explained by Eqs. (44) and (51).

On the other hand, increasing the SOFC temperature tends to first decrease and then increase slightly the system thermal efficiency when the fuel cell is operated under a higher current density. This is due to many reasons. Firstly, increasing the SOFC temperature at a given current density leads to a greater amount of heat loss released to the environment according to Eq. (49). In addition, increasing the SOFC temperature also means an increase in the total energy input of the micro-CHP system. However, there exists a maximum value of the fuel cell power density when the temperature increases. According to Eqs. (52) and (54), this conclusively results in a first decreased and then increased optimal thermal efficiency as described in Fig. 6(b).

The total CHP efficiency of the SOFC micro-CHP system varying with the operating temperature and current density of the SOFC is plotted in Fig. 6(c). According to the simulation, the CHP efficiency decreases dramatically with increasing SOFC temperature, which is mainly due to the decreased electrical efficiency and thermal efficiency at a lower current density, as indicated by Eq. (55). On the contrary, the total CHP efficiency will increase monotonically with the SOFC current density. Specifically, the CHP efficiency increases sharply with current density when the electrical load is relatively high, mainly due to the significant increase in the electrical efficiency under higher electrical loads.

To illustrate how the SOFC temperature and current density affect the heat-to-power ratio of the micro-CHP system, Fig. 7 has been plotted and analyzed. The simulation results indicate that the system heat-to-power ratio will increase monotonically, from 0.5 to 6.5, with the current density of the SOFC, a characteristic that is beneficial during warm seasons when less heat is needed, with the extra benefit of an increase in the electrical efficiency as shown in Fig. 6(a). The effect of the SOFC operating temperature on the heat-to-power ratio can also be seen from Fig. 7, where the heat-to-power ratio will first decrease and then increase with an increasing temperature.

5.2. Optimal design of the micro-CHP system

Based on the energy demand profile presented in Fig. 3, the calculated heat-to-power ratio for a small family apartment is shown in Fig. 8. The area that is highlighted by a grey square represents the heat-to-power demand covered by the micro-CHP system without the use of an additional boiler. According to the analysis, the heat-to-power ratio range of the CHP system (approximately 0.5–2.5) under normal operating conditions shows a good agreement with the hot water and electricity demand of the residential apartments in different climate zones in China. However, when it is in cold climate regions where space heating is needed, the heat-to-power ratio of the household will increase significantly, reaching a value above 7, as depicted in Fig. 8. This implies that the heat-to-power ratio of the micro-CHP is not sufficient enough to cover the thermal energy demand over the whole year. For this reason, an auxiliary boiler and a hot water storage tank must be coupled with the micro-CHP. The challenge here is thus how to optimally design the micro-CHP system to accommodate the energy demand variances and mismatches.

During warm seasons, the heat-to-power ratios of the apartment and the micro-CHP are in a compatible range, i.e., around 0.5, as shown in Fig. 8. Therefore, to maximize its operating time and hence the economic and environmental benefit, the micro-CHP system should be sized according to the heat and electricity demand in warm seasons, and it should be operated in this period when there is limited heat demand.

Fig. 9. Average daily residential thermal demand over the year in five representative cities in China.
During cold seasons, the winter heat demand needs to be taken into account when sizing the boiler. According to the average daily residential heat demand plotted in Fig. 9, cold seasons in China require up to 3.5 kW/h of thermal energy for the use of space heating and hot water supply. The area highlighted by the grey square in Fig. 9 hence represents the heat demand that can be covered by the micro-CHP system.

When the micro-CHP is implemented in households where natural gas boilers are already installed, the hot water tank is still needed to recover and store the heat output of the micro-CHP when it is not needed. Typically this happens in warm seasons when electricity and hot water need to be supplied but space heating is not required. As the pre-existing boiler can already meet the overall thermal demand, the micro-CHP should be optimized in order to cope with the lowest heat-to-power ratio under the normal operating conditions. Additionally, the volume of the hot water tank needs to be optimized to cover the peak hot water demand of the residential apartment. The required volume of the water tank for each month that are calculated based on the heat demand data from Fig. 12 are plotted in Fig. 10, which indicates that the tank volume can be sized as approximately 801 to ensure the operation of the micro-CHP during summer, according to the requirements in warm months. A larger volume will be required of course for the cold months, however since the auxiliary boiler can produce heat almost instantaneously, hot water supplied by the tank will not be needed. In terms of the auxiliary boiler, it should be sized to cover the large space heating demand in cold months, which obviously depends on the geographical location of the residence.

6. Conclusions

This work presents an investigation on the ability of a SOFC micro-CHP system to cover the heat and electricity demand of a 70m² single-family household with an average number of occupants of 3. A detailed model for the micro-CHP system, which contains a SOFC coupled with a hot water storage tank and an auxiliary boiler, has been developed and analyzed. A transient model of the hot water storage tank is used to take into account the effect of peak residential heat demand. Numerical simulations are conducted in a Matlab environment. System design trade-offs are discussed to determine the optimal match between the energy demand of the household for different climates across China and the energy supply of the micro-CHP during the whole year. Moreover, criteria for sizing the system components of the micro-CHP are addressed specifically. The developed methodology can be applied to different types of residence with different load profiles.
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Appendix

1. The expression of $d_i$ in Eq. (31) is given as follows:

$$d_i = 2 \sin^{-1} \left( \frac{i}{2b_{i,a}} \right) + 2 \sin^{-1} \left( \frac{i}{2b_{i,a}} \right) - \ln \left( 1 - \frac{i}{b_{i,a}} \right)$$

2. The expressions of $\Delta h_{\text{preheater}}$ and $\Delta h_{\text{SOFC}}$ in Eq. (42) are given as follows:

$$\Delta h_{\text{preheater}} = \frac{[X_i h_i(T) + X_{CO} h_{CO}(T) + X_{CH4} h_{CH4}(T) + X_{CO2} h_{CO2}(T) + X_N h_N(T) + (2X_{CO} + 4X_{CH4} h_{H2O}(T))]}{U_f x_f c}$$

$$\Delta h_{\text{SOFC}} = \frac{[(1-U_f) x_f c \cdot h_i(T) + (X_{CO} + X_{CO2} + X_{CH4}) \cdot h_{CO}(T) + (X_{CO} + 2X_{CH4} + U_f x_f c \cdot h_i(T)]}{U_f x_f c}$$
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